Part-time academic vacancy in a rational approach to Physiotherapy

Start date: 1 September 2021.

Description of the course load:

A part-time (30%), indivisible position in the field of A Rational Approach to Physiotherapy within the Department of Motor Sciences. This workload shall comprise a maximum of 90 hours of teaching, including seminars and practical work, plus research activities in the field and services to the Community.

Teaching activities:
✔ Bachelor’s in Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation:
  ▪ Introduction to evidence-based practice in Physiotherapy [10h Th]
  ▪ Clinical reasoning and the biopsychosocial model [10h Th]
  ▪ Communication and Education [15h Th, 5h Pr]
✔ Master’s in Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation:
  ▪ Approach to new technologies and promotion of physical activity [15h Th]

Research Activities:
The applicant may propose new avenues for research, which will be submitted for consideration.

Services to of the Community:
✔ Active participation in the Faculty of Medicine and the Department of Motor Sciences;
✔ Supervision of doctoral theses and dissertations;
✔ Participation in various committees and commissions;
✔ Promotion of education and the institution.

Qualifications required / profile:

• Must hold a research doctorate.

Selection procedure:

Applications will be subject to a pre-selection on the basis of a dossier. Successful candidates will then be invited to an interview which may include the presentation of a public lecture.

Applications:

Applicants are requested to submit their applications electronically, to the following address: Postesacademiques@uliege.be with a copy to Ms Elisabeth Scherlizin E.Scherlizin@uliege.be no later than 28 March 2021.

Required documents:

✔ Applications should be accompanied by a complete curriculum vitae;
✓ A report on past and current research activities and a research plan, including the envisaged integration within the University of Liège;
✓ A teaching file including a report on any prior teaching activities and a teaching plan;
✓ A copy of publications.

**Conditions of recruitment:**

The position shall be assigned either from the outset on a permanent basis or for a fixed term of four years, which may lead to the permanent appointment of the person concerned.

In the case of a four-year appointment, an evaluation of the person concerned will be carried out at the end of the third year.

- If the evaluation is negative, the person concerned will complete the four-year term but will not be able to extend it.
- If the assessment is positive, the person concerned shall be appointed on a permanent basis.

Our institutional policy is based on diversity and equal opportunities. We select candidates on the basis of their qualities whatever their age, sexual orientation, origin, beliefs, disability or nationality.

**Information:**

Any further information can be obtained from the Faculty of Medicine, **Ms Elisabeth Scherlizin** - tel: +32 4 366 42 99 – E.Scherlizin@uliege.be

**Salary:**

Salary scales and how they are applied are available from the human resources department of the University: **Ms Ludivine Depas** – tel.: +32 4 366 52 04 – Ludivine.Depas@uliege.be